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The theory of posicast control permits deadbeat step response from
a very lightly damped system by a delayed step or steps. The original
development deals primarily with second order systems, proposes a delay
line technique for application of the second step, notes that use of
this technique leaves the basic system underdamped, then the processes
use of the delay line in a feedback path to damp load disturbances and
finally proposes use of a tapped delay line for higher order systems.
It has also proposed that a delayed step may be applied to any
order linear underdamped system by using a switch operated on a constant
delay basis.
The delay time and step magnitudes are determined experimentally.
The resulting response is not-, deadbeat but retains most of the advantages
of posicast control. The delay line techniques have disadvantages when
applied to relatively slow control systems, and the timer proposal makes
no provision to damp load disturbances.
This paper proposes two basic modifications to the posicast scheme.
The first is that the switching operation which introduces the delayed
step also introduce compensation circuits which overdamp the system with-
out decreasing the static gain. These circuits do not affect the step
response, but provide damping for load disturbances and noise without
changing the stiffness of the system. The second is the application of
the technique to higher order system with provision for handling the
boundary condition problems at the switching instant by dissipating or
counteracting the stored energy in the pertinent components. The basic
theory, special techniques, including a phase space approach, and com-
puter studies are detailed in the text, plus studies of an actual posi-




SECTION 1 THE ; :^M
This theory has been adequately covered in the literature and is
only summarized here. Given a second order underdamped system with
transfer function
_§vc) = —a— (1 )E l!" S(S* P)
the system function is
^/pi. K __. s K — ( )
and the transient response to a step input, A (t), is
where (1^= (oC2 + Wc J 2- . The maximum overshoot occurs at J"= 7p = J
(p =~td.7l~'
fM
%C • At this instant 9=0 and
From this it follows that if the magnitude of the step is at A = l/a,
then at t = T
P
9e (Tf ) = 1.0 (6r A- l/a) (5)
It is apparent that at t = T
,
Q = 1 and G = if a step 0_ = (l/a)u(c)
p' c c R
was applied at t = 0. There still remains a a error signal E = © - G =
R C
(l/a) - 1, but if this is removed by changing G from l/a to 1.0 at
R
instant t = T
,
then the system is standstill at the desired position,
there is no error signal to actuate the system, and (for the second
order system) there is no stored energy to disturb the equilibrium. The
transient response is therefore as shown on Fig. 1 (page ).
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= 0, the unity step input and the overdamped compensation circuit: are
connected to the system. Typical examples are presented in thf^ following
EXAMPLE ?
.
Using same system transfer function as in Example 1, the transient
response to a step input Au(t), is
,
(t ) = A - A cos cot
cl
cl
(t ) = Aco sin cot (9)
For convenience in applying to the physical system, the second step is
chosen zero. Then the system response becomes
(t 1 ) = © . cos cot' + ./cu sin cut' (10)
C2 Cl Cl
_(t' ) = - . cd sin cot' + . cos cot' (11)
c2 ci ci
where t = t + T
,
. T , is the time when second step input is connected,
pi pi
And . = ,(T ,) and © . = ©cl'
T
pl'*
ci cl pi Cl
If T , = TT/Pco, . = A, . = Aco and
pi Cl ' Cl
„(t' ) = A cos cot' + A sin cot 1
c2









(t') = c (13)
solving these Equations 1'3 and Ik for t and A,
Wt'= %a t sir/hUi WAuj,*... (HO
Choosing shortest time required for © (t 1 ) = 0, t' = t „ = /Uco
and then A = .707.




Using same system and in the same manner as in Example 2.
If t' = T . = "T/3tt>, then G . = A/2 and 9 . = (3/2) Aa).pi ' ci ci
And substitute in Equations 1.0 and 11 and solving Liquation lU, T = /30)
and first posicast step size A- 1 . The transient response is therefore
shown on Fig. 3 C (pa 8e 7).
From three examples, settling time is shortest in Example 3 where
time required for the deadbeat response is 2 If/30).
In the latter two examples, overdamped compensation circuit is in-
troduced wheh the second (last) delayed step is connected in to the
system. Fig. 2c (page 10 ) shows a scheme for introducing tachometer















S (S f P)
Fig. P. Cascade and Feedback Compensation Schemes for a Second
Order System.
c) Two Delayed Steps with Feedback Compensator.
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SECTION 2 THIRD ORDER S
2.1. THEORY FOR THIRD ORDER SYSTEMS
This discussion is applied only to the case in which the transfer
function poles are real.
When complex poles exist the basic theory is valid theory is valid
but the design of a cascade compensator is necessarily different. Consider




( 15 )E S(S+*)(S + {3)
where K is large and the system is poorly damped or unstable. To apply
posicast control the peak time and peak overshoot may be computed and the
step subdivided so that the system reaches correspondence at exactly the
peak of the first overshoot.
Assuming that K is set to place the complex roots on the imaginary
axis, the c ^racteristic equation is
S
3
+(cx+f3)S 7 +CX£>S + K = O (16)
Applying Routh' s criterion, for pure imaginary roots
)f- otp(oC+f) (17)
and the three roots are at
-{(X + /S) an<^ + I Y^ fi » ; ^ e sy stem function is
&t
'~ (s±jV*fXs+*fj l '
and transient response to a step input. Au(t) is
9
c




V - ten W/f
11

00 = (ot£ ) r
M = ((octfi) Z -t o<8 J 2 = (l 2 •/ W2 ) x
Fig. h (page 13) shows a root locus of the system function. Solving the
differential equation, it can be shown that the peak time is approximately
- (7T+ V)/uu (20)
P
The first maximum overshoot is
And the initial amplitude required of the step for posicast control is
flu(i) =( M/m + 1 ) u(t) (22)
Using parameters defined following Equation 19, / In > % ]f and - ? < '^~
Therefore third term in Equation 19 is neglected at the neighborhood
of t = T
.
If the error is reduced to zero at t = T by making
P P
= 1.0, the output does not remain stationary because the stored
energy due to the third pole does not permit a discontinuous change
in acceleration.
Thus there exists a boundary value (or initial condition) problem
which is inherent in the posicast technique. Some solution is required
to obtain a deadbeat response, even if compensation to an overdamped
condition is not attempted. Three techniques are employed in this thesis:
a) The stored energy is discharged directly.
bj A pulse of finite amplitude and duration is injected. This
produces a transient which cancels the transient due to the
boundary condition.
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and a phase space study of the compensated system shows that an
eigenvector on the E vs. E plane may be used to obtain the desired
deadbeat response.
The compensation problem is essentially an independent problem when
methods (a) and (b) are used to solve the boundary condition problem.
Either cascade or feedback compensation may be used, though feedback com-
pensation seems preferable because it does not compromise the static gain.
Further discussion follows with regard to specific cases.
For the analysis of the problem, time domain is divided into two
parts and for the second step input with overdamped compensation at time
(T ) there are boundary values due to posicast control. It is
ec(TP ) = eci
Gc (Tf>) - Gel
9 (tp ) - Gel (23)
Using cascade compensation, the compensator transfer function is
(Z+^J/lSrUj) am* a suitable equivalent transfer function for overdamped
operation is known to be
-^W5')= ^ (P4)f C ' SC<n-/3K*i-UJ9 )
Then system function with boundary value is
Rearranging the equation
And if $£&)*/.<) U(jt) **</ 0cZ - /-
Ih

<SLS + A)(tttJp ) + K 2
And Equation 25 reduces
*(; ~ s (st*)[S{*fj(s+*>>) + KJ
With the feedback compensation
In Equations ^7 and 28, second term is the transient by the stored




Fig. 5 a (page 17) shows a computer circuit with which posicast con-
trol is applied and stored energy causing an acceleration at t = T
is shorted out by a switching device.
Note that two relays are used, one marked SWl to apply the posicast
principle, and the other marked SW2, to cancel the boundary condition.
Both relays operate from the output velocity signal which is readily
obtained for most physical systems.
SWl is operated at t = T
,
thus applying the posicast principle.
SW2 is closed until t = T (+). This shorts out the indicated capacitor,
reducing tc zero, then opens. "The slight delay is obtained by experimen-
tal adjustment of the relay amplifier. In a physical system familiar
switching arrangements may be used to short capacitors or open inductive
storage elements.
The design of the cascade compensator is accomplished in the usual
fashion. If overdamping is desired but the static gain may be reduced
a single lead section with zero used to cancel the smaller hardware pole
is usually satisfactory.
The attenuation of the filter is primarily responsible for the real
roots obtained in this fashion. If overdamping is required but gain
reduction is not permissible several cascaded sections may be necessary.
All of the usual compensation design techniques apply, and it should be
noted that there is no stored energy in the compensator when it is
inserted in the system, and zero voltage is applied to the compensator
at the instant of insertion.
Calculation for the computer set up. Block diagram of underdamped
























































































At the first maximum overshoot, full step input and overdamped compen-
sation is connected to the system, and resulting system is shown in
Fig. 6(b) (page 18) with block diagram. The system function is
9c
_£ (32)
And transient response to a step input, u(t) is






Scalings are CX£ 'Oie^- * C /S.S C?('£ = //?-., o
Fig. 5 (b) (pa8e '1) shows a computer circuit with which posicast control
is applied and stored energy is shorted out by switching device.
Arranging the transfer function somewhat similar to the physical system.
Then the relations are for 0~s Z> ^ ~Tn (underdamped system)
I, ' fa
c - (l/S ) &c
1 (Si (S+<x)S&c&
Scaling is OC ^ l,k and set up for t > J is same as before.
•7 P
Fig. 5 (c) (page 22) shows a computer circuit which simulates the
energy storage elements in transfer function form, and which effec-
tively cancels the stored energy by injecting a pulse at the switching
instant. Computer set up is same as in Fig. 5 (b) except the branch



































































































All of the systems of Fig. 5 were tested with step inputs. The para-
meters were the same.
The results obtained "ere identical, and a single set of results is
presented on Fig. 7 (pago '%).
To design feedback compensation, assuming that the transfer function
of the underdamped system is given by Equation 15, and that a suitable
equivalent transfer function for overdamped operation is known to be
Equation 2U
.
It is readily shown that a suitable feedback function converting
equation 16 to equation 2.k is
To obtain overdamped operation it is necessary to connect this feedback
path when the second step of the posicast control is applied. It may be
noted that the static gain is not altered when the feedback compensator
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Fig. 7. Posicast Control of a Third Order System Using
Techniques of Fig. 6.
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2.3. PHASE SPACE TECHNI
While the methods of Fig, 5 a *"e applicable a new and interesting
technique evolves from a phase space study of the problem.
For the third order system the differential equation in terms of the
error variable is of the form
E-h XB r Y/= + KB =0 (39)
The numerical values of X and Y are different for the underdamped and
overdamped cases.
For the underdamped system X = &( + ft , Y
-0{fi > K = <?(fi C«2( f
and for overdamped system X = -A + Qv, K = 0(0 (&{ + fl )•
The phase space defined by Equation 39 is the E, E, E, space. A
component of the slope of the phase trajectory is given by
by choosing a constant value N = /^J- , a phase is defined in the phase
space. By further imposing the condition E = the phase space is
collapsed to the E vs . E plane and
defines a line in the E vs . E plane which is a straight line through the
origin with the property that at any point on this line the slope of the
E vs . E trajectory has the designated value N. When the second order
system defined by Equation kl has real roots, then two eigenvectors are




M- = \ Af {k2)
thus the values of N which define the eigenvectors are
hi ~Xr(X *-#)')'*V- (1,3)
For the underdamped system this evaluates to N = -of, - J , and for the
overdamped system N = - A
,
- m.
The physical interpretation of these results is simple. If the
underdamped system is set into motion by any forcing function (such as
a step), and at an instant when jVg -A/- —j((6i ) the error signal
E is forced to zero, such as by opening the error channel, then the
system will drift to standstill with E and E going to zero simultaneous-
ly and at every instant the state point is on the straight line
E/* s N. In like manner, if the error signal is forced to zero and
E
the feedback circuit connected simultaneously when E/' = N = - B
(or - (v._) the overdamped system behaves in like manner. Fig. 8
(page 29) shows acceleration vs. velocity trajectories obtained in
this fashion with tho feedback compensated system shown in Fig. 9
(page 30).
To combine this concept with posicast control, the following pro-
cedure applies: the initial step magnitude is reduced to a value
slightly less than that which would be used with posicast control;
the damping circuits are connected and the error signal forced to zero
when the ratio E/' is at the predetermined value; when the system stops
E
the error channel is reconnected and the full input signal (second
step) is used, the system is in correspondence with the feedback
28

Fig. 8. Acceleration vs Velocity Trajectories with Damping Connected























































damping circuit is connected red. The . tion in tl
of the initial step is due Lo the fact that the dynamics of the syst,
are changed when the theory of the E vs, E plane is applied. To
obtain deadbeat response it is necessary that E, E and E reaches zero
simultaneously. By following the eigenvector in the E vs. E plane it
is guaranteed that E and E reaches zero simultaneously and quickly, but
reduction of the error signal to zero in this manipulation reduced the
system to open loop operation for a short time during which the physical
error does not seek a null.
If the initial step required by posicast theory is applied, switch-
ing to the eigenvector in the E vs . E plane permits a slight overshoot in
position due to the change in the velocity function. Therefore a smaller
initial step is required,
Computations for adjustment of posicast step magnitude are as
fol lows
:
Consider an underdamped system described by Equation 15 with
,^
= 5, $'= kO, K = 9^00, and overdamped system described by Equation 2k
with #= kO, ox - 50 and K = 9000.
The chosen eigenvector on the E vs . E plane for damping purpose is
£/£ - M= - H - -re [kk)
from which
£ ' ~t- 6~0 £ (U5 )
The solution of the differential equation for the output motion ol the
underdamped system gives:
e (tJ m ±L . J—teiLt-p)- j __ (/|6)c {* hit) M+t r M(Mi-Y) KL)
31

4 6 \ , ! -f - T) (hi)
Where the roots of the equation are j; OffiJ , and the other parameters
are defined following Equation 19. At the instant of switching
sC.^ ( ySu) ) and the exponential terms may be neglected.
which reduces to
from which a first approximation is (6<J7~--i//') =3'X7/i^J~/ Substituting
this into the equation for C7^(J~/
which is the value of the output displacement when the damping loop is
closed and the error signal nullified. g> and are readily computed
in like manner so the initial conditions for the damping mode are
ft/-.?*/; ft/ - /- Sb ' and ft* * -^ft/ rf - W* -
Using these initial conditions in conjunction with Equation 2k
.










and these exponential terms are damped out quickly. Noting that in this
it •






^ <av = . ?// •/ -£0- - /. -/^/




A- + ^ /.P
The magnitude of step used was //-///V/ /-// s * 5V>2 Let tne new magnitude
be A, such that
from which A = .502 as a first approximation. The operation of Fig. 9
is now explainable. For a step displacement input c2. is fed through
A, which reduced the step magnitude, and through SWl. The underdamped
system responds rapidly. When ^Py- 50 & = the switch SWl operates,
33

opening the error channel and applying the feedback damping loops.
The open loop arrangement brings <£> and c > . to zero simultaneous-
ly, and for proper adjustment of the posicast step Oc = £^? when(f7,=
At this instai"- SW2 recloses the error channel and locks the system.
m
Fig. 10a (page 35* shows a family of O vs . & phase trajectories
obtained with the system of Fig. 9. It 1S readily seen that they are
essentially the same as those of Fig. 7b (page 25). Fig. 10b (page jo)
shows a family of step-response curves, indicating that the performance





Fig. 10. Posicast Control of a Third Order System Using Phase
Space Technique.




Fig. 10. Posicast Control of a Third Order System Using Phase
Space Technique.




3.1. THEORY FOR A FC i
j
As an additional extension t e method, it was decided to try
application to a physical system; a positioning servo utilizing an
amplifier, amplidyne and l/k H. P. shunt motor. Transfer function
were determined experimentally.
And using feedback compensation the system may be overdamped with
real roots. Application of the posicast control principle requires that
all stored energy be removed when the system reaches zero velocity and
the second step is applied with overdamped compensator. In amplidyne
system, with output at zero velocity, energy storage is expected in
the armature inductance, in the amplidyne quadrature field, and in the
amplidyne control field. To dissipate this energy two schemes are
attractive; feeding a pulse into the amplifier, and open circuit switch-
ing. It was decided to try both, using an analog computer study to
guide the techniques.
To provide positive control of the pulse, yet keep its amplitude
proportional to the command. This signal was obtained from £fc , When
open circuit switching is used, all three energy storage unit should be
opened; however, it did not seem desirable to open the armature circuit
of the motor where the energy storage would be quite small. The
quadrature field of the amplidyne was available for opening and re-
closing with relays and the control field is opened in the process of







of the o ting se.vo.
Taking open loop frequency sponse oj. th and d.
the Bode diagram, it is found the syste ze. time constan
with one integrator, neglecting values below -
,
. age
(point marked x) shows the data take 1 from the actual system by meai
the ratio of velocity output vs velocity output at lowest Ereq -
(f = .01 cycles).




Taking open loop frequency respon.se of the amp lidyne supp
current from amplifier, time constant of tbe motor-' load combined
eliminated. Fig. 1 '3 (pag< shows a schematic diagram .' he open
loop frequency response 'est: of amplidyne and rig. Ik (page > iu .
result, l.'here magnitude ratio was taken as one at the lowest fre<
( f = ,01 cycles )
.
From Fig. Ik time constant is found at oj = 16.5 and damping ratio
Cp = .'( a:id amplidyne gain is found as 1000.
Knowing two of the three open loop poles of the system, one ti
constant in the motor-load combine' 's easily found at '.. - 8 rrom Bode
diagram in Fig. IP. . Fig. 1'3 page ;, >] is the ,)]ots for potent iom< I
calibration (Voltage angular displacement) and Fig. 16 (pag is I
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Fig. 15. Pot. Calibration.

Fig. 16. Tachometer Calibration.
kh

In Fig. 15 slope of the straight line is 8.11 volts/rad. and .606
volts/rad /sec :
Knowing these two coefficients, the overall system velocity gain is
found as
Drawing the root locus as shown in Fig. 17 (page 46 ) select the
roots of the system underdamped and corresponding gain is found as
2U050
.
Now, transfer function of each component is predicted closely.
Block diagram is shown in Fig. l8a (page h'f) .
i ,, IA
With the gains indicated (2^050) the system is stable but badly
underdamped with system open loop function


































3. i. COMPUTER STUDIES
3.3.1. COMPUTER SET UP
Determined transfer function of the underdamped system is
0'csj = - — : - (61)
and transient response to a step input Au(t), is
W-A-**#4€*'*S&fr M"' (62)
&c«) * vj> y+ te&l<£*'
zL*(mv-^ ( 63
)
&Jr)> S:>A£'l4lfaft-J e-f.i (65)
180°-+- 39°
The maximum overshoot occurs at t = T = ^Z_ _ ,478 sec. At
1+58
this instant = o
c
&(tp ) - /.WA* «-A (66)
Therefore magnitude of the step is set at
then at t = T
,
6 (T ) = 1 .0
P c p'
Now to design the feedback compensation, assuming a suitable transfer
function for overdamped operation is known to be
And system function is
It is readily seen that a suitable feedback function converting Equa-
tion 60 to Equation 68 and feedback circuit is feeded into next of am-
plifier which has the gain of 20.
1+8

M ~ J^hr-[//i/f9s *' "73 5 '*+ ?^* 7
= ,o349S 3+.97rS :L -h 7.6 t£ (70)
Fig. lCa (page '1-7) shows the Eeeidback circuit in dotted line. Rearrange
the Equation 60, underdamped system is
(S* +!'.< 5 * >-#s-7S*+
-a./7SS ) BC&J = ^ 4-c s$ if &) ( 7 1 )
c^' fs> « 5
V4Vv « .2^^2-^ - ^/. / &J*J~W7&J - .2/?/ 4< *J ( 72 '
Where £_-
. ^, _ ,
for overdamped system
S&J&) - £4t>tf>£ - ?yfc }sj- //sa &&J— //fee «4 <$> ( 7J )
from Equations 72 and 7i
C^PrfAjprP
5 V5 r<?/ty
Fig. l</-< (page 50) is the computer circuit using pure derivatives.
Equation and scaling factors are as follow.
Underdamped system with posicast step inpu t
s
4 i ^ /^•jft / £i.fe± n '
Overdamped system with unity stop input
7 ' *?- ^r
**





























































































In the computer circuit, boundary condition due to acceleration ( cr>^ )
and rate of change of acceleration (6?J is charged at t = T in the
capacitor of amplifier 3 a°d 2. This is shorted out by the switch
marked SWl, and open again immediately. This switch is controlled
utilizing the velocity signal (output of amplifier h )
.
Results are shown on Fig. 19B (page 52). Fig. 2C/\ (page 56) shows
the computer circuits arranged somewhat similar to the (actual) physical
system. And also the boundary conditions are shorted out at t = T .
p
To make the system overdamped, additional #c O^ Oc_ signal feed-
back circuit is necessary in the underdamped circuits. But pure higher
order derivatives signals are not available except velocity signal.
Therefore, feedback circuit is different from Fig, 19^ In Fig. l8b
(page hi) assuming motor- load gain as one and amplidyne gain as 1202.5
and E is designated as the output of t;he amplidyne (or input to the
motor armature). Then
JFA *= S(S+g)&c &* +f&c (77)
£~z
m S^o. = ^ ^<f^
( 78)
From Equations 70, 77 and 78 required feedback signals can be expressed
with E^, E^ and
2 2 c
. &H& ^frfBc + ?' 66 4: - o3*9-4. "*- <#/* &L + 2* * ( 79
)
Where different arrangement of the gains in motor- load aid amplidyne
does not change the overall system characteristic nor analysis ot the
51

?c^ S.6^- ^,?~: ' /.0M AX i iAjt y.t lvy.fr\:z;ar;x)(l%£(a-»dj
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of v dj ;n
equations and scaliii]
Underdamped system
& - 2.0E, - /£>,$#£;
Overdamped system
B" - 3* &# - 9^ -(. c&?£& +. 696
&
± +2, c y &^ )
^ - ~^T ( / 2-t. -2. 6 2z'~ US. - 3.72.3 Ez. )
- •4-f/a.*2*r£/
-r' ( :i 3, <JZ± a -X-72..3JZt. )
- (4t. ?£* -h&7&2. +*.&£ Oc )J
Scaling factors are the same as before with the addition of <£Xe- <*.&
and °^r * 6" • And results are presented on Fig. ' CB (page 5&).
j.3.2. PULSE TECHNIQUE
In Fig. ?.lfa (page 6j) pulse is applied before the second posicast
step is connected to the system and removed with the first posicast
input
.
Computer circuit is exactly the same as Fig. 20fl (page 56) except
the branch in which pulse is applied. For the higher order system,
transient is continually varying after second step is connected to the
system as shown on Fig. 20 Bb (page 58).
In order to eliminate this variation, the right amount of transient
with opposite polarity may do the job.
The switch is operated at velocity equals zero changing the input
and inserting damping. An instant after the switch is operated, the

.Studies.-'
.2 .4 .6 .8
TIME IN SECOND
1.0
ii»m.-,-- ...I. >/k— '.»«, . t i»- Tli >!- ••i"„,frirn-.-l,-,.
, i.
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Fig. 20 B. Result of computer studies.
c) Overdamped system response.
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r.hat at the starting point system response.
If the switch is operated to change the input, but no damping is
added, the transient after first peak of overshoot is closely estimated
as —
C
(*') U(t') , where / t
Therefore, a pulse is chosen to counterbalance the transient due to
stored energy, but in applying this pulse the time lags in the system
must be considered.
The time of the pulse width is closely related to the time lag of
the system and the magnitude of the pulse is chosen near the initial
value of the system error for convenience. In actual computer studies,
these values are determined by trial and error. And it is certain that
the magnitude of the pulse should be greater than (l —
'/f( ), and with
greater magnitudes, a shorter pulse width is needed.
Choosing the magnitude of the pulse, the system response could be
deadbeat with only one value of pulse width.
The pulse is applied before the second step; it is applied to the
underdamped system, a.id disconnected when the second step and overdamped
circuit are connected.
Fig, P1B (page 65) shows the final result of deadbeat response
applying the pulse.
Fig. ZiC (page 66) shows the deadbeat response applying wider and
smaller pulse than in Fig, 21B and compares it with that obtained varying
the magnitude of the pulse and pulse width.

11JJ5I-I IN_ST11TJMEN2&*K '"•' i/j^of clevite cor$>/ation cA&ft and, (xwpcj
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1
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A
Fig. 21 B. Final result of iter studies v.dth pulse.
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Fig. 21 C. Result of computer studies v:ith varying magnitude of
the Dulse and pulse width.
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3.k. PHYSICAL SYSTEM STUDIES
Fig, 22a (page 6$0 and Fig. 22b (page 7C) shows the circuit diagrams
for the positioning servo with open circuit switching technique and
pulse injection techniques.
Note that in each case only velocity and acceleration feedback were
used, since noise prevented addition of a On channel.
As a result the compensated system had two real and two complex
roots instead of four real roots. However, the real roots were dominant
and the compensated system had an overdamped step response.
Fig. 23 (page 71) shows a system response for underdamped and over-
damped cases.
Fig.., 2h (page 73 ) shows a typical transient response obtained when
the quadrature field was opened and compares it with that obtained using
posicast control but without opening the quadrature field. Note that
the characteristic dip obtained when the energy is not cancelled was
predicted by the computer study of Fig. 20 Bb (page 58) but in this case
small amplitude oscillations due to the complex roots are apparent.
Similar results were obtained for various magnitudes of step.
Fig. 25 (page 7*+) shows a family of step responses opening the
quadrature field of amplidyne.
Fig. 26 (page 76) shows a family of step responses using the pulse
injection technique with carefully adjusted pulse width. Note that the
responses are all essentially deadbeat as desired. For large input
steps there is a slight oscillation, and it is presumed that saturation in
the magnetic circuits has prevented proportional energy storage, so that





Adjustment of the pulse width ( T is fairly critical. Fig. 2 r
(page 77) shows the effect of variations in pulse width ( ' " ) on the
response
.
Note that the pulse must be applied somewhat before the second
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Fig, Pk . Step Response of Servo with Modified Posicast Control
Using Circuit of Fig. 22a
1) Posicast, with Switching in Quadrature Field.
?) Posicast without Cancellation of Stored Energy.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper has proposed two modifications for the application of
posicast control which remove some objectionable characteristics while
retaining all of the desired features, and which also permit ready ex-
tension of the posicast principle to higher order systems. The first
modification is that of designing damping circuits which are connected
simultaneously with the application of the second part of the divided
step. The purpose of this modification is to permit very light damping
with consequent short rise time for command signals, while providing a
stiff, heavily damped system to oppose noise and load disturbances.
It has been shown that such compensation can be designed for either
cascade or feedback connections, and easily satisfactorily inserted in
the system. Cascade compensators are more difficult to design if the
static gain is to be maintained at the level used to obtain the desired
rise time, but is not difficult to obtain if this restriction may be
relaxed. Feedback compensation is relatively easy to design, and the
static gain is automatically retained, For higher order systems the
noise level in the derivatives may introduce a practical difficulty,
but such difficulties can be overcome as has been shown.
The second modification is the suggestion that simple techniques
may be used to dissipate stored energy, thus permitting ready applica-
tion of posicast principle to higher order systems. Three specific
techniques have been suggested.
The first of these is direct dissipation of the stored energy by
open or short circuit switching. This has been proven satisfactory by
application to a physical servo system. The second tccnnique is can-
cellation of tne transient clue to tne stored energy by injection or a
78

pulse. This has also been proven satis
f
3 fee!
dissipation of energy by switchin
when both are applicable. The third technique, studied in c :tion
with a simulated third order system, evolves a method for forcing E, I
and E tc go to zero simultaneously. This results from a phase space
study and provides a circuit which forces the system to follow a ? -
lected eigenvector in the E vs . E plane. This technique worked
satisfactorily in simulation and suggests numerous possibilities for
future development.
Finally, it has been shown that both modifications may be app]
simultaneously with satisfactory results.
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